Identifying the mechanical and neural properties of the sternocleidomastoid muscles.
Neck muscles are preferentially activated in specific force directions, but the constraints that the central nervous system considers when programming these preferred directions of muscle activity are unknown. The current study used ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE) to investigate whether the material properties of the sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles exhibit preferred directions similar to their preferred direction of muscle activity during an isometric task. Twenty-four healthy participants matched isometric forces in 16 axial directions. All force targets were scaled to 20% of a maximum voluntary contraction. Muscle activity was recorded with surface electromyography (EMG) from six muscles (the bilateral SCMs, upper trapezius, and splenius capitis muscles), and shear wave velocities (SWVs) were recorded with SWE from both SCM muscles. We observed statistically significant differences between the preferred directions of muscle activity and SWVs for both the left SCM ( P = 0.002) and the right SCM ( P < 0.001), with the SWE data exhibiting a more lateral preferred direction. Significant differences in the spatial focus ( P < 0.001) were also observed, with the dispersion of SWV data covering a greater angular range than the EMG data during isometric tasks. The preferred directions of muscle activity and material properties for the SCM muscles were closer than previous comparisons of muscle activity and moment arms, suggesting muscle mechanics could play a more important role than anatomy in how the central nervous system spatially tunes muscle activation. NEW & NOTEWORTHY Our study used a novel combination of surface electromyography and ultrasound shear wave elastography to investigate the neuromuscular control of the neck. Our work highlights differences in how the activation and material properties of the sternocleidomastoid muscles are modulated as the central nervous system stabilizes the neck during isometric force production. These findings provide normative data for future studies to investigate pathologic changes to both the activation and material properties of the sternocleidomastoid muscles.